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Russell-Rutherford Doctrine

Charles Taze Russell was the founder of
what is now Jehovah’s Witnesses and
who brought about its far-flung organization.

It Destroys The Supernatural
Character Of The Bible

»» First, man is a soul, but does not
have a soul.
»» Second, death means destruction,
an absolute non-existence.

It Destroys The Hope

Russell was born on February 16, 1852 and Russellite teaching always uses as its stanOf Heaven For
spent most of his early years in Pittsdard for what can be true that which is
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earth of Edenic perfection, enjoytheologian.” Ross further denounced
ing what Christ accomplished by his
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gospel of God’s Dear Son.” Ross pictured Like Arianism of the fourth century, RusRussell as a pseudo-scholar and philososellism states that the Son of God is a
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Patriotism as displayed in bearing arms
It Denies That Salvation Is A
and knowledge that Ross accused him
is not one of their beliefs since they
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length to stress that the “higher
Russell continued his teaching until his
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transcontinental train in Texas. FollowAs supposed followers of His word, the
ing Russell’s death, Judge Joseph Frank- This doctrine takes two elements:
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In order to make man incapable of endrule.
less suffering Russellism has invented
two arbitrary definitions.
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